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ECORRCRATE POISED TO COMBAT EXPLODING LUMBER PRICES
Ecorrcrate Corrugated Crates are a lower cost, higher performance shipping crate

Kalama, WA; August 2020 Lumber prices are on the move again but not in the right direction, which means that
Wood shipping crate prices are skyrocketing. Dan Bonebrake, inventor and creator of Ecorrcrate, is ready for the
challenge.
“With our patented corrugated crate the prices are much more stable and reliable. Our customers can stay
on budget and better forecast their expected future crate costs. Our Ecorrcrate customers are not feeling the
effects of increased lumber pricing and continue to benefit from a durable, easy to use, sustainable product
that lowers shipping costs and reduces warehouse storage space”
According to a recent article in Barron’s1 magazine, Lumber prices in the 2nd Quarter of 2020 jumped nearly 60%
over 1st Quarter 2020 pricing. In the conclusion of the article, Greg Kuta, president of lumber broker Westline
Capital Strategies says it doesn’t look like it is getting better any time soon.
“… the trend for lumber prices is still up, until demand begins to “show signs of slowing and production catches
up with existing demand,” says Kuta, who sees prices in the range of $300 to $500 for the rest of 2020.”
When faced with higher prices, companies are forced to either consider lower quality wooden materials or search
for alternative options. While these challenges are often seen as a negative, the current crises is driving positive
change as companies learn about ECORRCRATE as an effective and affordable shipping solution.
CONTACT US NOW TO FIND OUT WHAT YOUR SAVINGS COULD BE.
INFO@ECORRCRATE.COM
OR
VISIT US ONLINE AT WWW.ECORRCRATE.COM

###
Ecorrcrate® is a registered trademark of ECORR IP, LLC. Ecorrcrate® is a lower cost, eco-friendly, highperformance and value-packed corrugated crate that protects our clients’ products during the rigors of shipment.
From design and materials to ease of setup and overall strength, ECORRCRATE’s entire purpose is to save you
money while getting the job done right.
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